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Ordu, are less favorable localities. Syria and Palestine
are rich In minerals of all kinds; Mesopotamia and Arabia
will also become more important and better known in
that respect in time.
Most of the minerals extracted in Turkey are exported
to other countries, but the quantities are exceedingly
small. The value of the total coal output in Turkey is
equivalent usually to from one third to one half of the
total value of the various kinds of ores extracted. In the
year 1913, the total mineral output amounted to L. T.
2,040,000 ($8,976,000), made up of mineral products, L.
T. 1,633,000, salt, L. T. 263,000, and quarried products,
L.T. 144,000.
Coal is found in widely distributed sections of Ana-
tolia, but most of the coal mined in Turkey is taken
from the Heraclea (Eregli) region. This was originally
one of the most important basins of the world and its
future is decidedly promising. Its relatively recent de-
velopment began about the year 1840. The local con-
sumption was small, and it is recorded that in 1880, the
entire output was consumed by the Ottoman Navy. After
this date the consumption increased gradually until it
reached nearly one million tons. When the Heraclean
basin was opened, the extent of its wealth and its future
were not properly estimated. Franchises for the output
of coal, numbering about four hundred, all of them con-
sisting of small parcels, were granted to private persons,
but the permits for working pits were not regularly and
systematically devised. Some of these permits were
later on combined and some were held void because the
pits were being developed by other than their owners.
The present number of concessions in force is from
seventy to eighty. In 1893 the government built four
railroads at the most important points, viz: Songuldak,
Kozlu, Kilimli, and Chatal Agach. Each line was from
three to five kilometers in length. At the same time a

